Today, there are many fitness centers which growing in big cities like Surabaya. Location and facilities provided were varied, there are provided a variety of sports facilities, some are just focusing on one or two sports. For example, such as Fitness Center, which not only provide facilities for gymnastics, but also for fitness facilities. Then there's gym or exercise studio which focuses on facilities for gymnastics without a fitness facility.

Prima Donna Rhythm Gymnastic studio is one sport facility that provides gymnastics facilities including yoga. This studio are reserved for women. Start from the owners, trainers and members who joined were women. Schedule of classes, which offered quite a variety. Because of this gym has only one (1) gym then there is only 1 (one) hour in each class.

The background of this theme based on the owner who wants her studio has different characteristic so it can compete with other competitors. Owner also wanted an ethnic atmosphere which is impressive natural.

Ethnic used in this design is a fairly influential ethnic majapahit in the land of Java in terms of both architecture and philosophy. Majapahit elements presented in the form of aesthetics and design formations.

Interior design is one aspect that can support the creation of the concept.
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